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Measuring terminals

NSYTRV62TTPE

6

Type of block Grounding type

Type of connection

Green/Yellow

 - 

Approximate dimensions: mm (in.)

Length

Height 49.6 (1.95)

Width

6

Solid cable

Nominal electric values

 - 

UL 24 - 8 AWG

24 - 8 AWG

ATEX  - 

Terminal blocks

Sold in 
lots of

Catalog number

Grey  -  - 

Green/Yellow NSYTRV62TTPE

Accessories

End stop
for 35 mm DIN rail

NSYTRAAB35

With screw, 9.5 mm NSYTRAABV35

End plate,
width 2.2 mm

Grey NSYTRACT22

Blue  -  - 

Switching jumper,
pluggable

2 points  -  - 

3 points  -  - 

4 points  -  - 

Plug-in jumper
Red

2-pole NSYTRAL62

3-pole NSYTRAL63

4-pole  -  - 

5-pole  -  - 

NSYTRAL610

Switching lock Pluggable  -  - 

Test plug Metallic part, Ø 2.3 mm NSYTRAATM1

Insulating sleeve, red NSYTRAATP1

Test plug adapter
For plug-in jumper shaft

Grey NSYTRAFT

Orange NSYTRAFTAR

Yellow NSYTRAFTYE

Green NSYTRAFTGN

Marker tag holder For AB35 end stop NSYTRASB4

Perforated, 2 m long NSYSDR200BD

Marking accessories See page 74

General data

Strip length: mm (in.)

Screw thread M4

Torque: N•m (lb-in) 1.5 - 1.8 (13.28 - 15.93)

Only two NSYTRV62TTD measuring 
transducer terminal blocks are required 
for a current transformer measuring 
circuit. This means that less space is 
required compared to a circuit design 
using slide-type terminal blocks.

The new NSYTRV62TT measuring 
transducer terminal blocks with screw 
connection technology are characterised 
by easy operation and clarity. All 
switching statuses are instantly clearly 

circuit tasks. 

The longitudinal isolating switch contacts 
snap into their respective switching state. 
Imprinted switching symbols provide 
clarity. The optional switching lock snaps 
in and helps prevent accidental switching. 
For simultaneous actuation, two switches 
can be connected to each other using a 
connection jumper. 

Plug-in switching jumpers can be used to 
short circuit the current transformer in a 
particularly convenient and user-friendly 
way. The switching jumpers can be 
positioned on either side of the bridge 
shaft and securely latched in place.

Linergy connection systems

Terminal blocks 
Linergy TR
Screw terminal blocks
Measuring terminals


